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ches, then suddenly they would swarm up and circle like
flies about a lump of sugar. But .she found nothing- sinis-
ter in them. They drifted through the room as cold as
snow and as grey as ashes, filling it little by little with
something as unpleasant as lute dry dust. This speed), so
eloquent, so devoid of feeling, seemed not to reach Pavel
and his comrades; evidently it did not affect them in the
least. They went on sitting there as unruffled as ever,
talking quietly, sometimes smiling, sometimes frowning
to hide their laughter.
"He's lying," whispered Sizov.
She was not sure of that. The prosecutor was accusing
all of the prisoners without exception, After speaking of
Pavel, he began to speak of Feodor, and when he finished
with Feodor, he moved on to Buktn. He seemed to be pack*
ing them all neatly away in one bag. But she was not
satisfied with the formal meaning of his words, which
neither incensed nor intimidated her. She still expected
something frightening, and searched for it beyond his
words—in his face, his eyes, his voice, in his white hand
with which he kept gesturing gracefully* And yet there
was something frightening here. She knew there was, but
she could not capture it and reduce it to a definition, des-
pite the warnings of her heart.
She looked at the judges, They were simply bored by
the speech. Nothing at all was expressed on their lifeless
grey and yellow faces. The prosecutor's words spread a
fog invisible to the eye, which thickened about the judg-
es, enveloping them in a cloud of indifference and weary
waiting. The senior judge sat stiffly erect, and from time
to time the grey dots behind his spectacles melted into
the colourless expanse of his face.
And as she looked on that cold indifference, that feel-
ingless detachment, she could not help asking herself,
"Can they really be sitting in judgement?"
The question made her heart contract, gradually squeez-
ing out her fear and leaving only an acute sense of in-
jury.

